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Solid-source molecular-beam epitaxy has been employed to grow periodic index separate 
confinement heterostructure InGaAs quantum-well lasers emitting at 980 nm. The 5 [.lIDX750 
[.lm device fabricated using a self-aligned process has far-field angles of 10° by 20°, a threshold 
current of 45 rnA, an external differential quantum efficiency of 1.15 m W ImA (90%), and an 
output po,,:,er of 6~O m W, all measured at room temperature under cw operation. A record high 
fiber couphng efficlency of 51 % has been achieved. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

High power semiconductor lasers with small circular opti
cal beam divergence find applications in fiber optics, 1 op
tical data storages, and free-space optical interconnects. 
Lasers using a conventional graded-index separate confine
ment heterostructure (GRINSCH) have produced low 
threshold currents and high quantum efficiencies. How
ever, the tight optical confinement of the GRINSCH struc
ture generates large beam divergence in the direction per
pendicular to the junction plane (- 50° for InGaAsl 
AIGaAs lasers). I This then gives a highly elliptical far-field 
pattern, and consequently, results in low efficiency in light 
collection. The beam divergence can be reduced by expand
ing the transverse mode size in the laser cavity.2--4 A new 
quantum-well (QW) laser in a configuration of periodic 
index separate confinement heterostructure (PINSCH) 
has been demonstrated to achieve this goa1.4 

The PINSCH laser utilizes the periodic-index (PIN) 
confining layers to expand the optical mode size and to 
achieve the electrical carrier confinement at the same time. 
The transverse beam in the PINSCH laser is reduced to 
20', along with attainment of a high output power exceed
ing 620 mW. The laser was grown using a novel tempera
ture modulation molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE).5 In this 
article, detailed growth parameters on the new- technique, 
and a comparison between our technique and conventional 
approaches are discussed. We then briefly explain the con
cept of the PINSCH laser and finally present the charac
teristics of this new laser. 

II. TEMPERATURE MODULATION MBE 

One difference between GRINSCH and PINSeH lasers 
shown in Fig. 1 is that the latter utilizes several pairs of 
GaAsl AIGaAs multilayers on each side of the active re
gion to expand the optical field. A precise control (within 
5%-10%) of the layer thickness and composition is rc
quired for the growth of the PINSCH structure. Also, 
large barrier heights formed at the heterointerface between 
GaAs and AIGaAs due to the energy band gap difference 
between the two constituents may impede the carrier flow 
and give large series resistance. In the area of high output 
power, the series resistance in the multilayers causes ther-

mal heating and deteriorates the lascr performance. For 
GaAs/Alo.4Gao.6As with a sharp interface [Fig. 2(a)], a 
calculated valence band diagram with a p- type doping level 
of 5 X 1017 em - 3 is shown in Fig. 2 (c). The calculation 
was obtained using the Fermi-Dirac statistics, and a self
consistent method to solve the Poisson equation.6 The bar
rier height for the holes from GaAs to Alo.4Gao.6As is 260 
meV, which is much greater than the thermal energy of 25 
meV at room temperature. 

In this work, the barrier height has been reduced by 
continuously grading the interface of GaAsl AloAGao.6As. 
Experimentally, this is accomplished by simultaneously 
varying cell temperatures of Al and Ga without any shut
ter operation. For Ga~s/ AI0.4Gao.6As with a linearly 
graded interface of 500 A [Fig, 2(b)], a calculated valence 
band diagram for a p doping of 5 X 1O! 7 cm- 3 is shown in 
Fig. 2( c). The large energy barrier of 260 me V for the 
sharp interface of GaAs and Alo.4Gao.6As has been greatly 
reduced to 22 meV in the case oflinearly graded interfaces 
for the same level of p or 11 doping. As a consequence, low 
resistance ha..<; been achieved without employing a high 
doping at the heterointerfaces, which increases the cavity 
loss due to free-carrier absorption. 
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FIG. I. Schematics of GRINSCH and PINSCH QW lasers. Only a few 
pair~ of A1GaAs/GaAs are needed for the PINSCH confining layers. 
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FIG. 2. Schematics of GaAsl Alo4Gao.6As with sharp (al and linearly 
graded (b) interfaces. Calculated valence band diagrams (Ref. 6) for (a) 
and (b) are shown in (c). 

The nominal doping levels in the PINSCH structure are 
0.2-1.0 X 1018 cm- 3 for the n type and l.OX 1018 em - 3 for 
the p type. The active region and the adjacent 500 A in the 
confinement layers are undoped. The doping levels are sim
ilar to those of conventional GRINSCH lasers. A series 
resistance as small as 2 n is achieved for a 4 fLm X 750 fLm 
PINSCH laser. This value is no different than those ob
tained in the GRINSCH lasers. 

During the growth of the PIN layers, the shutters for 
Ga and Al are kept open. In other words, the fluxes of Ga 
and Al are controlled only by the cell temperatures, which 
are computer-programmed to grow GaAs, AIGaAs, and 
the interfaces. The computer programming of the cell tem
peratures is based on accurate growth rates of GaAs, AlAs, 
and AIGaAs carefully calibrated using reflection high-en
ergy electron diffraction (RHEED) oscillations, flux gauge 
measurement near the substrate, optical reflectivity mea
surements, and high resolution x-ray diffraction. 

Using our new shutterless temperature modulation 
MBE, the growth rates for GaAs, AIoAGao.6As, and the 
graded area are kept constant. This makes it easy in pro
ducing desirable doping profiles and in keeping minimal As 
overpressure necessary for good growth of GaAs and AI
GaAs. In comparison, for growing conventional GaAs/ 
AIGaAs muItilayers, cell temperatures of Ga and Al re
main constant, and the fluxes of Ga and Al are controlled 
only by the shutter operation. It is difficult to keep constant 
growth rates using the conventional method for growing 
the multilayers with interfaces having one or two layers of 
intermediate compositions. 

The substrate temperature was kept constant at 600 °C 
for precise control of the layer thickness and composition 
even for the growth of AloAGao.6As. The substrate temper
ature was then gradually lowered to 550-560 T for the 
growth of the active region including Ino.2Gao.sAs. This 
growth condition has consistently given the PINSCH 
structure lasing at 980 nm. 

III. DEVICE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF PINSCH 
LASER 

A typical PINSCH laser for emitting at 980 nm is sche
matically shown in Fig. 1, which consists of three parts: an 
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active region in the center and PIN confinement layers on 
either side of the active region. The active region comprises 
three Ino.2Gao.gAs quantum wells 70 A thick and four 
GaAs barriers 200 A thick. Each PIN confinement layer 
consists of eight pairs of AloAGao.6As/GaAs periodic mul
tilayers. The laser can also be designed to emit other wave
lengths. 

The advantages of the PINSCH laser are that the trans
verse optical mode profile can be independently synthe
sized and expanded, while the electrical carrier confine
ment is as good as that of the GRINSCH structure. 
Synthesis of the transverse mode size is carried out by 
adjusting the layer thicknesses of the periodic media. 
Moreover, all the high-order transverse modes are totally 
suppressed in the PINSCH structure. The suppression of 
high-order spatial modes is very important for applications 
which require diffraction-limited beam profile and high ef
ficiency in light collection. In actual implementation of the 
PINSCH lasers, only a finite number of PIN layers are 
needed because the optical field decays quickly within a 
couple of periods. 

Ridge-waveguide PINSCH lasers are fabricated using a 
previously reported self-aligned process. S A ridge wave
guide 4-5 fLm wide is formed by wet chemical etching and 
planarized by polyimide. The thickness of the remaining 
cladding layer above the active quantum wells is 0.45 fLm, 
about one pair of AIGaAs/GaAs PIN confinement layers. 
Though higher threshold current densities than that of the 
GRINSCH lasers are expected because of the lower optical 
confinement factors, a value of 500 A/cm2 from the broad 
area laser is achieved. 

The transverse mode is guided by the PINSCH struc
ture, and the lateral mode is index-guided by the ridge 
waveguide. Single transverse-mode operation with full 
width at half-maximum far-field angles of 811 = 20° is ob
served for all output power levels. On the other hand, sin
gle lateral mode operation with lh = 9.4° is obtained only 
up to 150 mW. The 81/811 ratio is 2.1, about two to three 
times better than that of the InGaAsl AIGaAs GRINSCH 
lasers. The far-field patterns for typical GRINSCH and 
PINSCH lasers are shown in Fig. 3. 

The room-temperature continuous wave (cw) light-ver
sus-current (L-I) curve of a self-aligned ridge-waveguide 
PINSCH laser 750 fLm long is shown in Fig. 4. The reflec
tivities of the front and back facets are about 10% and 
90%, respectively, after coatings. A threshold current of 45 
rnA and an external differential quantum efficiency of 1.15 
mW/mA (90%) are achieved. The cw output power into 
free space exceeds 620 m W at a pump current of 700 rnA. 
Normalizing the power with the width of the laser, the 
maximum output power is 120 mW /fLm, the highest value 
ever reported for ridge-waveguide strained-layer InGaAs 
QW lasers. The more symmetric beam profile greatly in
creases the optical coupling efficiency into optical fibers. A 
coupling efficiency of 51 % is obtained and more than 130 
m W of power is coupled into a 5 /lm-core single mode 
fiber. 

The r factor in the PINSCH is approximately 1/2.5 of 
that of the GRINSCH with an identical active structure. 
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FIG. 3. Far-field patterns of GRINSCH and PINSCH lasers. 

As a result, J tll will increase by about the same factor (2.5) 
for the same cavity length. However, the quantum 'effi· 
ciency 71 is better than or equal to that of GRINSCH, 
because of the smaller internal loss. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Solid-source MBE with an ability of modulating cell 
temperatures has been fine tuned to grow the PINseR 
structure. In particular, the PIN multiIayers were grown 
without any shutter operation. The PINSeR structure ex
pands the fundamental transverse mode size while totally 
suppressing the high-order modes and efficiently confining 
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FIG. 4. Room-temperature cw L-/ curves of a 5 f1.m X 750 /.tm PINSCH 
laser showing output power in free space and coupled into a single mode 
fiber with 5 lll/.tlll core diameter (Ref. 4). The maximum output powers 
in free space and in the fiber arc 620 and 130 mW, respectively. The 
output power of 620 mW is thermally limited. 

the injected electrical carriers. A high power laser and a 
record high coupling efficiency into single mode fiber are 
achieved. 
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